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Analogue gravity simulation of superpositions of spacetimes
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Taking the principles of quantum mechanics as they stand and applying them to gravity, leads to
the conclusion that one might be able to generate superpositions of spacetimes, at least formally. We
analyze such a possibility from an analogue gravity perspective. We present an analogue toy model
consisting of a Bose-Einstein condensate in a double-well potential and identify the states that could
potentially be interpreted as superposition of effective spacetimes. These states are unstable and
the source of instability from a microscopic point of view can be related to the absence of a well-
defined causal structure in the effective geometric description. We explore the consequences of these
instabilities and argue that they resonate with Penrose’s ideas about the decay that superpositions
of states with sufficiently different gravitational fields associated should experience.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for a theory of quantum gravity has been
one of the main driving forces in theoretical physics over
the last century. Many approaches exist toward build-
ing a successful theory of quantum gravity, among them
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string theory [1, 2] and canonical quantum gravity [3] in
its modern formulation in terms of loop quantization [4]
are the leading approaches; although there are many
other approaches as Asymptotic Safety [5, 6], Causal Dy-
namical Triangulations [7], or Causal Sets [8]. In any
case, it is fair to say that none of them is regarded as be-
ing completely satisfactory. The laws of quantum physics
are maintained in all of these theories and one simply
applies different quantization schemes to the geometric
degrees of freedom, or regards them as emergent and ap-
plies the standard quantum rules to other microscopic
degrees of freedom. However, one remarkable property
shared by many of these approaches is that it is possi-
ble to generate superpositions of almost classical states,
i.e. states that we can almost describe as approximate
smooth geometries at low energies. This very same no-
tion of superposing semiclassical spacetimes has also a
counterpart with the electromagnetic field, where even
Schrödinger-cat-like states can be generated [9].

Our aim in this work is to dig into the physical mean-
ing of superposing spacetimes, trying to simulate them
within an analogue gravity framework [10]. The analogue
gravity program intends to shed new light into gravita-
tional physics by reproducing some of its behaviours in
laboratory systems. Currently, analogue gravity is just
able to reproduce kinematical properties of gravitational
fields, not dynamical properties. In that sense, since our
understanding of kinematical aspects of gravity is based
on the theory of General Relativity, in which spacetime
is described as a curved geometry [11], we try to to simu-
late the propagation of signals on top of effectively curved
geometries. Among the analogue gravity systems at our
disposal, fluid systems and, in particular, quantum flu-
ids based on Bose-Einstein Condensates (BECs) as their
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substratum, have proved to be very useful both at the
theoretical and at the experimental level [12, 13]. This
analogy relies on the long-wavelength regime of acoustic
perturbations: such perturbations behave as if they were
a scalar field moving in an effectively curved spacetime.

Whereas the standard analogy for a classical spacetime
is well understood (see [14] for a systematic presentation)
our aim here is to explore whether such analogy can be
extended to the case of having superpositions of semiclas-
sical spacetimes. The effective spacetime metric depends
on the characteristics of the macroscopic wave function
of a BEC which is a fully quantum mechanical object.
Therefore, within this framework it appears in princi-
ple possible to engineer situations such that there exist
acoustic waves perceiving a superposition of two different
spacetimes, i.e. two different causalities. Whether this
can be done or not is the main inquiry that we address in
this work. For that purpose, we study a toy model con-
sisting in a BEC in a double-well potential and look for
the states that resemble a superposition of spacetimes.

Given the insatisfactory situation regarding our cur-
rent theories of quantum gravity, there has been a rel-
atively small but steady trend pointing out that maybe
one should not quantize gravity but gravitizate quantum
mechanics, in Penrose’s words [15]. One of the striking
phenomena that we face when assuming that the laws of
quantum physics are valid at all scales and for arbitrary
objects is that we observe no phenomenology associated
with quantum superpositions of macroscopic states al-
though they are allowed within the conceptual framework
of quantum mechanics. The standard explanation relies
on a process known as environmental decoherence [16–
18]. However, Penrose has heuristically argued that grav-
ity could be at the heart of some more fundamental
source of decoherence [15, 19–21]. As we will see, our
results in the analogue gravity model strongly resonate
with Penrose’s ideas, although some differences also ap-
pear. Essentially we find that whenever some aspects of
our analogue quantum gravity involve pushing the causal
behaviour of General Relativity to its limits, either by
superposing causalities as we do here, or by engineering
chronologically pathological spacetimes as in [22], we find
that there exist kinematical limitations toward building
such states. However, the dynamical mechanism lead-
ing to their destabilization when we try to build them
is highly dependent on the particular dynamics of the
analogue model.

Here is an outline of the article. In Section. II we re-
view the standard approach toward analogue gravity in
which single spacetimes are simulated. Section III con-
stitutes the core of the article. In subsection IIIA we will
review the main properties of the toy model that we will
consider for bosons in a double well, the Bose-Hubbard
model with two sites. In subsection III B, we will ex-
plain which are the main properties that this toy model
needs to fullfill so that its sound wave excitations admit
an effective description in terms of a Klein-Gordon equa-
tion propagating on top of a curved geometry. In sub-

section III C, we will explore the stability of the ground
states of the Bose-Hubbard model depending on the pos-
sible values of its parameters. In subsection IIID, we
will study the implications of this stability analysis and
discuss the constraints that we have to impose to the
model in order to describe an effective spacetime. Fur-
thermore, we will explore the possibility of building an
effective superposition of spacetimes in this model. Fi-
nally, in subsection III E, we will conclude by extending
our discussion to the possibility of creating superposi-
tion of similar geometries in the same location but with
different causalities. In Section. IV we will discuss the
similarities and differences between our findings in the
analogue gravity system and Penrose’s ideas on the su-
perpositions of spacetimes. We will finish the paper by
summarizing the main conclusions that can be drawn up
from this work in Section V.
Notation and conventions. We work in units in which

~ = c = 1, unless explicitly stated. We will use the
signature (−,+,+,+) for the spacetime metric. Greek
indices (µ, ν, ...) will run from 0 to 3, representing space-
time indices, whereas latin indices (i, j...) will run from 1
to 3 and represent spatial indices. Einstein’s summation
convention is used throughout the work unless otherwise
stated.

II. ANALOGUE GRAVITY: THE STANDARD

PICTURE

In general terms, for every barotropic and inviscid1

fluid whose flow is irrotational, it is possible to arrange
the velocity potential φ describing sound waves on top of
the fluid background to satisfy a massless Klein-Gordon
equation [14]

1√−g∂µ
(√−ggµν∂νφ

)
= 0, (1)

where we have introduced the metric gµν , its determinant
g = detgµν and its inverse gµν , defined in terms of the
physical parameters as

gµν =
1

ρ0c




−1 −vi

−vj c2δij − vivj


 , (2)

with c the local speed of sound, vi the velocity of the
fluid, ρ its density, and where we are writing everything
in the (t, ~x) laboratory coordinates. This acoustic metric
provides the sound-cones at each point of the spacetime.
One of the main properties of this acoustic geometry is
that it is causally well-behaved. This was noticed in [14],

1 Barotropic means that the equation of state of the fluid involves
just a relation between its pressure p and its density ρ, whereas
inviscid means that the fluid viscosity is zero.
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where it was shown that this metric automatically inher-
its the stable causality property [11, 23]

gµν∇µt∇νt = − 1

ρc
< 0. (3)

For a careful analysis on this point and a discussion on
the possibility of building causally pathological acoustic
geometries, see [22].
This will be the departure point of our discussion. Ac-

tually, up to this point, we have not made any comments
on the nature of the fluid under consideration. It can be
either an ordinary classical fluid or a quantum fluid. We
will focus here on a particular kind of quantum fluid, a
Bose-Einstein condensate, which is experimentally feasi-
ble to simulate spacetimes of interest [13, 24]. Actually,
among the whole plethora of analogue systems that we
have [10], BECs are one of the best analogues since they
are very clean and insensitive to external noise.
From the perspective of this work the crucial charac-

teristics of using a BEC as analogue system is that it is an
essentially quantum system: it is close to the quantum
vacuum state and in this sense very far from classical-
lity. The fluid analogy with a BEC starts from describing

many-body system of bosons through a quantum field Ψ̂,
whose dynamics is encoded in

i
∂

∂t
Ψ̂ =

(
− 1

2m
∆+ V (~x) + gΨ̂†Ψ̂

)
Ψ̂, (4)

with g the leading order interaction among bosons. At
sufficiently low temperatures, these systems of weakly in-
teracting bosons can develop condensation in the sense
that a macroscopic number of particles populates the
same state. To describe this condensation, it is custom-
ary to break the field into a macroscopic condensate and

a fluctuation as Ψ̂ = ψ + δ̂ψ, with the condensation ex-

pressed as 〈Ψ̂〉 = ψ. Using a Madelung representation
and considering a long wavelength approximation one can
describe the system as quantum acoustic perturbations
moving in a curved background spacetime of the form (2).
The velocity of the background fluid is ~v = ∇θ/m asso-
ciated with the phase θ of ψ:

ψ =
√
nce

−iθ. (5)

The density ρ0 = mnc and cs represents the speed of the
phonons in the medium

c2s =
gnc

m
. (6)

As mentioned above, for this picture to be consistent, we
must require that the wavelengths of the sound excita-
tions are large. In fact, they have to be larger than the
so-called healing length of the condensate ξ = 1/(mcs),
i.e. λ ≫ 2πξ. This healing length is the characteristic
length scale at which the hydrodynamic approximation
breaks down and one is able to unveil the acoustic de-
scription of the fluid begins to break down.

Given this setup that we have introduced in which we
have a quantum fluid, it is possible to think about gen-
erating superpositions of macroscopic states of the BEC.
Using the language of analogue models in principle one
could, for example, engineer a BEC to be in a superpo-
sition of two rather different acoustic black hole space-
times: two black holes with different surface gravities.
Another option is to engineer the BEC to be in two equiv-
alent spacetimes, for example a single acoustic black hole,
centered around different laboratory points. In a quan-
tum gravity language, this could be taken also to be the
geometries of two different coexistent universes. In the
following we are going to discuss this last example by
analyzing a BEC in a double-well and how the differ-
ent possible ground states of the system depend on the
values of the different parameters. Thus, our inquiry is
the following: what does this superposition mean from
an analogue gravity point of view? Is it possible to in-
terpret this superposition as an effective superposition of
spacetimes? And what is the fate of acoustic excitations
propagating on top of it? The next section is deserved
to analyze a toy model in which this questions can be
sharply formulated.

III. ANALOGUE GRAVITY: SUPERPOSING

SPACETIMES

A. Condensates in a double well

Let us assume that we have scalar bosons in a symmet-
ric double-well potential where we will label the wells by
i = 1, 2. We will make the simplifying assumption for
the moment that there is only one relevant state in each
well and particles within a well have a contact interaction
controlled by the parameter U which can be either repul-
sive (U > 0) or attractive (U < 0). Also, we will assume
that we have a term describing tunneling between the
wells controlled by the parameter t which is the ampli-
tude of probability for tunneling between both wells (not
to be confused with the time t introduced in the previ-
ous section). The bigger the parameter t, the higher the
potential barrier will be. The Hamiltonian describing
these particular interactions is the Bose-Hubbard Hamil-
tonian [25] with just “two sites” in the lattice

H = −t(a†1a2 + a†2a1)+
U

2
[n1(n1 − 1)+n2(n2 − 1)], (7)

where a†i , ai represent the usual creation and annihilation
operators that annihilate and create particles in the well

i, with ni = a†iai being the number of particles in the
well i. Furthermore, we will work under the assumption
of having a fixed number of particles N = n1 + n2. For
the non-interacting Hamiltonian, i.e. Eq. (7) with only
the tunneling term, the solutions are explicit and can be
found via an ordinary Bogolyubov transformation. In
the regime in which the tunneling is highly suppressed,
just the interacting term survives. It is diagonal in the
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number basis and the solutions are also explicit since they
simply correspond to the number basis. Notice that we
are omitting the hats to denote the quantum operators
from now on, to avoid a cumbersome notation.
We will now describe the main properties of the states

which will be interesting for our purposes: the ground
state of the free Hamiltonian and the ground states for
the Hamiltonian with t = 0, i.e., the ones with no hop-
ping between the two wells, either with attractive U < 0
or repulsive interactions U > 0. They will serve as ap-
proximate ground states for the regimes of hopping dom-
ination t≫ |U |N and interaction domination t≪ |U |N ,
respectively. The intermediate ground states between
both regimes are not so useful for our purposes and can
be found numerically. However, understanding the evo-
lution of the system from one regime to the other as we
adiabatically vary the parameters sheds some light onto
the behaviour of the model and it can be well captured
by the ansatz provided in [26].
Prior to discussing the ground states on the extreme

regimes above, we need to introduce the concept of the
single-particle reduced density matrix ρsp. Such density
matrix is defined as

(ρsp)ij = tr
(
ρa†iaj

)
, (8)

where ρ represents the density matrix of the system. Ac-
cording to Leggett’s nomenclature [27], a condensate will
be fragmented if its single-particle density matrix has two
macroscopic eigenvalues, i.e., two eigenstates with eigen-
value of order O(N). Intuitively, this would correspond
to a situation in which condensation occurs simultane-
ously in two different single-particle states. Armed with
this tool, let us now analyze the three ground states of
interest: the free case, the repulsive interacting case and
the attractive interacting case. The corresponding states
are pictorially represented in Fig. 1
Free condensate: The free case can be explicitly

solved via an ordinary Bogolyubov transformation, de-
scribed by the following SO(2) rotation within the space

of operators {a†1, a†2}:

b†1,2 =
(
a†1 ± a†2

)
/
√
2. (9)

Thus, we find that for the single-particle subspace the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric states with energies −t and t, respectively.
Thus, the ground state will be given by the fully sym-
metric state

|C〉 = 1√
2NN !

(
a†1 + a†2

)N
|0〉 , (10)

because they do not interact among themselves. |0〉 rep-
resents the Fock vacuum, i.e., the state annihilated by
a1 and a2. The C stands for the coherent state, since it
corresponds to N bosons coherently delocalized among
the two wells with equal probability of finding them in

FIG. 1. We pictorially represent the ground states corre-
sponding to the three regimes of interest. They are depicted
in the order in which they appear in the text (from top to the
bottom): the coherent state, the Fock state and the cat state.
The opacity in the figures above represents how localized the
state is. The coherent state is a completely delocalized state
with a non-vanishing projection onto all of the basis number
states, the Fock state corresponds to two localized places at
which the state exhibits a peak and the cat state corresponds
to a delocalized state corresponding to all the particles being
in one of the wells or the other.

one of the wells. The single particle density matrix for
this state reads

ρsp(C) =
N

2

(
1 1

1 1

)
. (11)

This state has a single macroscopic eigenvalue N . Ac-
cording to Leggett’s classification [27], it corresponds
to a non-fragmented condensate since we just have one
macroscopic eigenvalue of the single-particle density ma-
trix. Physically, it corresponds to a condensation on the
single-particle state which is approximately a superposi-
tion of the two Gaussians peaked around the center of
each well in position space, describing the ground state
of each well. Since the ground state |C〉 is a linear combi-

nation of number states |n1, n2〉 = a†n1

1 a†n2

2 |0〉 /
√
n1!n2!,

the number of particles in each well has enormous fluc-
tuations. We can compute them by writing the coherent
state |C〉 in the number basis. For even N (we consider
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such case for simplicity), we have

|C〉 =
N/2∑

ℓ=−N/2

Ψ
(0)
ℓ |ℓ〉 , (12)

where |ℓ〉 ≡
∣∣N
2 + ℓ, N2 − ℓ

〉
and

Ψ
(0)
ℓ =

(
N !

2N
(
N
2 + ℓ

)
!
(
N
2 − ℓ

)
!

)1/2

≈ e−ℓ2/N

(πN/2)1/4
. (13)

The fluctuations in the number of particles on each well
are given by [26]

〈
∆n2

i

〉
C
=
〈
(ni − 〈ni〉C)2

〉
C
= N/4. (14)

with i = 1, 2.
Let us move on to discuss the strongly interacting

case, i.e. t = 0, U 6= 0. For this purpose, taking into
account that the total number of particles is conserved
n1 + n2 = N , we can rewrite the Hamiltonian as

H =
U

4

[
(n1 − n2)

2 +N2 − 2N
]
, (15)

which parametrizes the interaction by the difference in
the number of particles on each well.
Strong repulsive interactions: We will begin with

the repulsive interactions (U > 0). Such case clearly
favors the minimum difference in the number of particles
between the two wells. Thus, for even N , the ground
state for the repulsive interactions is clearly

|F 〉 = a
†N/2
1 a

†N/2
2

(N/2)!
|0〉 , (16)

where the F stands for the Fock state. Its single particle
density matrix is

ρsp(F ) =
N

2

(
1 0

0 1

)
, (17)

which corresponds to a fragmented condensate since it
has a macroscopic eigenvalue N/2 with multiplicity 2. It
corresponds to two uncorrelated condensates (notice that
the state is a product state) having half the particles,
each one located at one of the two wells. Such a result
for the ground state in this limit is quite intuitive since
having one more particle than the half of them on one
of the two wells would imply paying a penalty in energy.
The fluctuations in the number of particles on each well
vanish identically

〈
(∆ni)

2
〉
F
= 0. (18)

Thus, in this case, we have a fragmented condensate with
a well-defined number of particles on each well.
Strong attractive interactions: For attractive in-

teractions U < 0, the situation is the opposite: the fa-
vored states are those containing a huge difference in

the number of particles on each well. This means that
the ground state is the subspace spanned by the vectors
{|N, 0〉 , |0, N〉}. However, if we begin with the coherent
state |C〉, the ground state of the free theory, and we turn
on adiabatically the attractive interactions, the state that
we will reach once t becomes negligible will be a concrete
superposition of both vectors (further details of how this
state is reached will be provided at the end of the sec-
tion). Actually, it corresponds to a Schrödinger-cat like
state

|cat〉 = 1√
2
(|N, 0〉+ |0, N〉) . (19)

It is also fragmented since its single-particle denstiy ma-
trix has also two eigenvalues

ρsp(cat) =
N

2

(
1 0

0 1

)
, (20)

being equal to ρsp(F ), the one that we had for the Fock
state. Particle number fluctuations on each of the wells
allow us to distinguish between both states though: in
this case they do not vanish but

〈
(∆ni)

2
〉
cat

= N2/4. (21)

Thus, we have seen that although the Fock and cat
states are fragmented according to the standard defini-
tion of Leggett (their one-particle density matrices have
two macroscopic eigenvalues), they physically correspond
to very different states. While the Fock state has a def-
inite number of particles on each well, the cat state has
an indefinite number of particles on each well; the latter
corresponds to having the bosons delocalized.
Until now, we have presented the three states that

will be relevant for our purposes. They are the coher-
ent state |C〉, which is the ground state of the free the-
ory t 6= 0, U = 0; the Fock state |F 〉, which is the
ground state of the strongly repulsive interacting the-
ory t = 0, U > 0; and the cat state |cat〉, which is the
ground state of the strongly attractive interacting theory
t = 0, U < 0. The coherent state corresponds to a non-
fragmented condensation while the Fock and cat states
correspond to fragmented condensates. With respect to
fluctuations in the number of particles on each well, the
Fock state has no fluctuations on the number of parti-
cles on each well, while the coherent and cat states have
enormous fluctuations on the number of particles on each
well. These are the relevant features of these three states
which will play a role in building our analogue models.
We now provide additional details of how the model be-
haves for intermediate regimes.
Intermediate interactions: We will analyze what

happens as we turn on the interactions adiabatically, i.e.,
we begin with the free Hamiltonian and assume we slowly
turn on the interactions in such a way that the ground
state of the free theory accommodates to the ground state
of the interacting theory. Although numerically it is pos-
sible to obtain explicitly the wave function of the ground
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state for the interacting theory, as we advanced, we will
take advantage of the ansatz introduced in [26] and use
their families of states as analytic states capturing the
main properties of the ground states and being close to
them.
These ansätze for the interacting theory will be based

on the ground state wave function for the non-interacting
theory, the U = 0 case of the Hamiltonian (7). The
starting point will be to write the ground state in terms
of the number basis

|Ψ〉 =
N/2∑

ℓ=−N/2

Ψℓ |ℓ〉 , (22)

and write the Schrödinger equation for this system
H |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉, which gives the following expression

EΨℓ = −tℓ+1Ψℓ+1 − tℓΨℓ−1 + Uℓ2Ψℓ, (23)

with

tℓ = t
√
(N/2 + ℓ)(N/2− ℓ+ 1). (24)

The problem is equivalent then to a one-dimensional
tight-binding model in a harmonic potential with
non-uniform tunneling matrix elements [26]. The non-
uniformity is such that wave functions Ψℓ with large am-
plitudes near ℓ ∼ 0 always have less energy than the ones
that spread around different values of ℓ. Actually, in the
free case, the wave function was a narrow Gaussian cen-
tered at ℓ = 0.
With this expression for the eigenvalue problem, let us

start by considering the repulsive case (U > 0). These
interactions make the coherent state (13) squeeze in an
even narrower distribution. The family of states intro-
duced in [26] for capturing this evolution from the coher-
ent to the Fock state is

Ψℓ(σ) =
e−ℓ2/σ2

(πσ2/2)1/4
. (25)

As σ2 varies from
√
N to small values, the initial coherent

state |C〉 starts looking much more like the Fock state.
Actually we can obtain a relation between σ and the
value of U by taking a continuum limit on (23), see [26]
for details. In this limit, the equation reduces to that
of a harmonic oscillator potential and we can obtain the
value of σ(U) since in that case the problem is exactly
solvable: σ−2 = (2/N)(1+UN/t)1/2. The single particle
density matrix for these states reads

ρsp =
N

2

(
1 e−1/(2σ2)

e−1/(2σ2) 1

)
. (26)

It has eigenvalues N
2 (1±e−1/σ2

) and the fluctuation in the

number of particles on each well is
〈
(∆ni)

2
〉
= σ2/2. As

the gaussian width increases, the number of particles on
each well vary from (N, 0) to (N/2, N/2) and the number
fluctuations

〈
(∆ni)

2
〉
varies from N to 0.

Let us discuss now the case of attractive interactions
U < 0. When the interaction is attractive, states having
a huge difference in the number of particles on each well,
or, in other words, a huge amount of particles on a single
well, are favored. Thus, the effect of slowly turning on
an atractive interaction is to split the Gaussian of the
noninteracting state (13) into a symmetric distribution
with two peaks, a process which is captured by the family
of states

Ψℓ(a) = K
(
e−(ℓ−a)2/2σ′2

+ e−(ℓ+a)2/2σ′2
)
, (27)

being 2a is the separation between the peaks, σ′ their
width and K is a normalization factor. As a varies from
0 to N/2 and σ′ reduces at the same time from 1/

√
N to

0, the coherent state of the free theory evolves to the cat
state (which is reached in the U/t→ −∞ limit).

B. Effective spacetimes from BEC’s

We discussed above that BECs are good analogue sys-
tems. Let us dig in the properties that our toy model
needs to fullfill in order for the excitations propagat-
ing on top of it to obey a Klein-Gordon equation on a
curved geometry. In order to build an analogue gravity
model, a crucial necessary condition is that the system
can exhibit in some regime causality properties. For the
Bose-Einstein condensate, this means that it should be
able to accommodate the propagation of sound-like exci-
tations within the system, which correspond to some of
the collective excitations of the system. A fundamental
ingredient for the propagation of this collective excita-
tions is the existence of an effective repulsion among the
constituents of the BEC. In addition to this condition, we
require the additional condition that the wavelengths of
the excitations are much greater than the healing length
of the condensate, which roughly speaking is the length
at which inhomogeneities of the atomic density compos-
ing the condensate are smoothened out, as we discussed
above.
The coherent state resulting from taking U = 0 or the

cat state that results from taking U < 0 will not give rise
to sound excitations in principle since the condensate is
in a regime in which no repulsive interactions are present.
Hence, it seems that it is not possible that any quantum
sound emerges. Let us focus on the cat state, since it
is the state that would give rise to an analogue of a su-
perposition of spacetimes, as long as it admitted sound
excitations. One could build initially a Schrödinger-cat-
type state from Eq. (19) displaying no sound-like exci-
tations initially. For example, one could adiabatically
switch on the attractive interactions (U < 0) beginning
with the U = 0 case through Feshbach resonances. Once
the system settles in the appropriate cat state, one could
turn the interaction towards the repulsive regime in such
a way that sound excitations emerge. We will examine
the validity of this picture in the next section through a
stability analysis.
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C. Stability of the ground states

We saw that even though one-particle density matrices
of the Fock and cat states were the same, they described
completely different states: while the Schrödinger-cat
state had enormous number fluctuations, the Fock state
had zero number fluctuations; that is, higher order corre-
lation functions are needed to characterize these different
fragmented states.
Moreover, these huge number fluctuations in the

Schrödinger-cat state are telling us something about the
stability of the system: it is obvious that such a delocal-
ized system must tend to be unstable under local pertur-
bations which act independently on each of the wells. In
fact, let us consider a generic interaction modelled by the
Hamiltonian

H ′ = ǫ
(
c†1a1 + c1a

†
1

)
, (28)

where ǫ is a small parameter controlling the perturba-
tion, a1 is the usual annihilation operator for bosons in

the first well and c†1 is the creation operator for a generic
excited state of the first well and, consequently, repre-
senting a local perturbation of the first well. Under this
small perturbation, the Fock state (16) is robust since
it simply changes to another Fock state |F ′〉 under the
action of this Hamiltonian operator

|F ′〉 = H ′ |F 〉 = K ′c†1a
†(N/2−1)
1 a

†N/2
2 |0〉 , (29)

with K ′ an irrelevant normalization constant, which
shows the robustness of Fock states under standard local
perturbations. However, the cat state does not display
such robustness. Actually, the cat state tends to collapse
to a localized condensate once we take them into account

H ′ |cat〉 = K ′′c†1a
†(N−1)
1 |0〉 , (30)

with K ′′ another irrelevant normalization constant, since
this state corresponds to a localized state on the first well.
It corresponds to a number state with N − 1 particles on
the ground state and one particle in the excited state

described by the operator c†1.
The conclusion we extract from this analysis is that the

system tends to avoid being in delocalized macroscopic
superpositions since they are unstable under local per-
turbations that do not coherently hit the system on the
two places. We have just considered interactions of the
type (28) which will be contained in a generic condensed
matter Hamiltonian. This can be seen by noting that, in
general, we can work in the second quantized formalism
in which the fundamental object we consider is the field
ψ(x),

Hint =

∫
d3xh(ψ†(x), ψ(x)), (31)

whose expansion in a concrete basis of one-particle states
reads

ψ =
∑

i

(
aifi + a†if

∗
i

)
. (32)

The previous simplification was equivalent to saying that
we just focused on the mode f1 which was an excited state
of the first well. In practice we will have a tower of excited
states above them that can be regarded as perturbations
of the form (28).

D. Attempting to generate a superposition of two

effective spacetimes

Now that we have described the three main states that
can appear in a Bose-Hubbard model, and their stability
properties, it is time to discuss them at the light of their
ability to provide superpositions of effective spacetimes.
Our aim here is to consider a model whose substra-

tum is an intrinsic quantum system, admitting an ef-
fective geometrical description in some regime, and an-
alyze the implications and viability of producing a state
which would be understood within the effective geomet-
rical description as a putative superposition or mixture
of spacetimes. For that purpose, we first need to iden-
tify the states that would correspond to superpositions of
spacetimes. We have two natural candidates for this pur-
pose: the coherent and the cat states. From an effective
spacetime perspective, the Fock state, being a product
state, would correspond to an incoherent mixture of two
spacetimes. This means that the propagation of sound
on each of the two wells would occur independently of
what is happening on the other well.
The coherent state can be taken as representing a sys-

tem in a macroscopically delocalized state. However, we
have seen that this state appears at the cost of eliminat-
ing the local interactions between the composing bosons.
Having negligible local interactions, this state lacks the
possibility of producing a rich causal physics. For in-
stance, for U = 0 the state develops no acoustic excita-
tions, it does not really serves as an analogue model of
gravity. However, given our analysis of the previous sec-
tion in which we see that there is a smooth interpolation
among the states with U = 0 and U > 0, we can turn on a
small repulsion without breaking the qualitative features
of the state and allowing sound-like excitations. How-
ever, this delocalized state would have a wave-function
with a profile varying too fast spatially to allow for the
hydrodynamic approximation to be accurate. So we see
that the coherent state does not seem suitable to describe
superpositions of spacetimes.
We are left with the cat state as the only one that we

can identify, at least momentarily, with a superposition
of two different spacetimes, since it is a superposition of
two states representing an effectively curved geometry on
each of the wells. Actually, it seems to be the naive state
that one would also build in a quantum gravity theory
as a putative superposition of spacetimes.
Hence, the following question appears now: if we con-

struct a condensate in the cat state, i.e., what we would
claim to be a would-be “superposition of spacetimes”
in the analogue system, what happens with the poten-
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tial acoustic perturbations propagating on top of such a
spacetime: is there an effective spacetime resulting from
this superposition? The idea is that there should be a
limitation in describing the acoustic perturbations prop-
agating on top of such a superposition as acoustic pertur-
bations on a new spacetime. Otherwise, this would mean
that the superposition of analogue spacetimes would be
also a spacetime, contrary to what one would expect to
happen even with real gravitational systems. Indeed,
such limitation appears in the form of a huge instabil-
ity of the system under consideration. As we discussed
in Subsection III C, the cat state tends to decay to a
Fock-like state under small perturbations. The propa-
gation of sound-like excitations itself would be enough
to destabilize such superposition. This translates into a
decay of the putative superpositon of spacetimes into a
mixture of two spacetimes, i.e., two effective spacetimes
which behave independently from each other on each of
the wells.
Apart from the instability under perturbations of this

state which we have already discussed, an additional
impediment appears. If we consider the evolution of
such a system according to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
which describes generic fluid condensates, the interfer-
ence is such that the healing length of this condensate is
much bigger than the healing length of either of the con-
densates. Consequently, the effective spacetime picture
breaks at much bigger wavelengths and we conclude that
the hydrodynamic picture is, at best, hard to maintain
for these superpositions. This manifests the impossibility
of finding an analogue of a superposition of spacetimes.
Actually, this impossibility recalls Penrose’s ideas on

the possibility of superposing spacetimes [15, 20, 21]. On
the one hand, Penrose argues that the superposition of
spacetimes is an ill-posed concept in gravity, since it leads
to a causal structure which is not well-defined. Since al-
ready in gravity there are hints that these superpositions
are ill-posed, we could have expected in advance a fun-
damental limitation to find it in an analogue version. On
the other hand, Penrose relates this ill-definitness of the
causality of superposed spacetimes with the mechanisms
of quantum state reduction. We will come back to Pen-
rose’s idea in Section IV, where we will contrast it with
our findings in this analogue setup.

E. Same localization, different causality

We will now discuss the viability of generating a super-
position of spacetimes, but now we will consider a differ-
ent situation. Instead of superposing two spacetimes with
the same causal properties but based around different
locations, we will now consider superposing two space-
times at the same location with different causal proper-
ties. Roughly speaking, instead of attempting to super-
pose two geometries generated by two lumps of matter
spatially translated, we want to superpose two lumps of
matter with different shapes and densities located around

the same region. The double well Bose-Hubbard model
does not allow us to consider this situation and it is hard
to design a toy model that allows to consider it. How-
ever, we will try to analyze in general terms whether this
is at all possible or not.

As the simplest situation, one could think of a homo-
geneous BEC at rest but with a superposition of sound
velocities. We recall that the sound velocity in a conden-
sate, c2s = gnc/m, is controlled by the coupling constant

(from the |ψ|4 term of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation) g,
the effective mass of the bosons m and their number den-
sity nc. The numbers g and m are parameters of the
system which are in principle not subject to quantum
rules. The masses are renormalized due to the interac-
tions and, in principle, it is even possible to achieve neg-
ative masses with suitable microscopic structure of the
system [28]. On the other hand, the coupling constant
can be controlled by an external magnetic field by using
Feshbach resonances [29]. Then, we can ask, whether we
can engineer this magnetic field to be in a quantum super-
position. The magnetic field we speak about is a macro-
scopic entity so what we are doing with this inquiry is
just translating the problem of generating a macroscopic
superposition from one place to another. Instead, it is
typically assumed that the values of the parameter of a
system are phenomenological values to which one could
in principle associate infinitely precise values. As the
causality of the system depends directly on these values
one could think that they imprint a classical flavor into
the notion of causality. Hence, this tuning of magnetic
fields does not seem to be a good way of achieving such
a superposition.

The other quantity entering the definition of the sound
velocity is the density of condensed particles nc. This
quantity can have fluctuations if we deal with a system
allowing flows of particles (grand-canonical ensembles),
but in a condensed matter system the number of particles
is completely fixed: the creation of new particles is for-
bidden by a huge energy gap. If one were hypothetically
able to generate a BEC in an ultrarelativistic regime, the
possibility of having a superposition of states with differ-
ent number of particles would exist. But again, would it
be possible to have a stable superposition of two mutu-
ally non-interacting gases each having a different number
of particles? The possibility does not sound realistic, the
very notion of macroscopic (thermodynamic) behaviour
would try to produce states with a peaked distribution
for the number of particles. Actually, the standard en-
semble in terms of which condensed matter systems are
described is the Grand Canonical Ensemble, which allows
not only for energy fluxes but also particle density fluxes
between the system and the environment. In such scenar-
ios, thermal homogeneity is needed to reach thermody-
namical equilibrium although it is not sufficient. Chem-
ical homogeneity is also required, which means having
equal chemical potentials for the bath and the system. If
the number of particles is not highly peaked, it is impos-
sible to reach a stationary state. Hence, it seems that this
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is also a no-go pathway, since an almost stationary situ-
ation in which the condensate is equilibrated is required
for the hydrodynamic picture to be sensible at all.
The only element of the causality in a BEC remaining

is the flow velocity of the fluid. The flow velocity that ap-
pears in the effective analogue gravity metric in a BEC
corresponds to a macroscopic occupation of a particu-
lar phase structure for the mono-particle wave functions.
Once again, the natural question is whether it is possi-
ble to have a stable superposition of condensates with
different phases or not. The situation would be paral-
lel to our discussion of the stability properties of the cat
and Fock states, respectively. Depending on whether we
perform a superposition of the two states with all the
particles on each phase state or a more democratic Fock-
like state in which half of the particles are on each of the
phase states, we would produce an unstable state or a
stable state, respectively. The additional difference is the
external potential which, for the formation of standard
condensates, always favors one of the two phase states.
Thus, although under the absence of external potentials
it would be possible to generate a stable Fock-like state,
in a real systems the particles would always tend to be
projected onto one of the two fixed phases states.
Thus, this qualitative discussion suggests also the in-

ability to perform superpositions of different causalities,
i.e. to have a BEC sitting on a single location but giving
rise to different causal structures for the propagation of
sound-like waves. Nonetheless, further study is required
to fully understand and characterize whether there is a
universal constraint on the possibility of simulating such
superposition of analogue geometries in arbitrary ana-
logue systems.

IV. PENROSE’S IDEAS ON SUPERPOSING

SPACETIMES

The results that we have found in our analogue system
strongly resonate with Penrose’s ideas about the instabil-
ities that one finds when superposing spacetimes [15, 19–
21]. Although it has been a minoritarian activity, there
has been a steady flux of works trying to see whether the
standard formalism and interpretation of quantum me-
chanics, which one could associate to von Neumann’s for-
malization [30], could fail in some regime [31–40]. Within
those attempts, there have been many similar in spirit
to Penrose’s, i.e., attempts trying to trace these modi-
fications of quantum mechanics back to a gravitational
origin [15, 19–21, 41–59]. Here we are going to focus our
comparison with Penrose’s proposal as it is presented in
the closest language to our analogue model.
Penrose argues that superposing spacetimes is an ill-

defined concept because the resulting state does not in-
corporate a clear definition of time translation. In turn,
he argues that this uncertainty in the definition of time-
translation should lead to an uncertainty in the definition
of energy. Furthermore, this should entail the decay of

FIG. 2. We pictorially represent the two configurations that
we are want to superpose. They correspond to the gravita-
tional field associated with a certain lump of matter (a star,
for instance), which is located in two different places for each
of the states.

such states into mixed states where correlations among
the superposed spacetimes are lost. His ideas are not at
the level of a precise dynamical theory and hence we do
not attempt to make a precise analogy here: we simply
discuss its similarities and differences with our analogue
toy model.
In the case in which we have a superposition of con-

figurations based on different locations, for example, two
spacetimes corresponding to a lump of matter (for exam-
ple a star) located at two different positions. If the star
is not too compact, the effective spacetimes can be well-
described within the Newtonian limit. For this setup,
which is pictorially depicted in Fig. 2, Penrose is able to
quantify the incompatibility of the superpositions. He
defines a quantity ∆ which is basically the gravitational
self-energy of the difference between the mass distribu-
tions of each of the two locations of the lump of mass:

∆ = −4πG

∫
d3xd3y

[ρ(x)− ρ′(x)] [ρ(y)− ρ′(y)]

|x− y| , (33)

where ρ, ρ′ are the mass densities of the two lumps. This
quantity would control the lifetime τ of the superposition
for these simple examples of cat-like states for the matter
distribution.
For a careful analysis of the physical impact of this

mechanism of gravitationally induced decoherence and a
comparison with the more standard enviromental deco-
herence [16–18], see [60]. Moreover, recently it has been
argued that natural models with τ = η~/∆ and η of order
1 are falsified experimentally2: the relaxation times these
models imply appear to be much shorter than the ones
inferred in the experiment [59]. However, it is important
to recall that the indirect results of this experiment cru-
cially rely on assuming a random diffusive behaviour for
the density matrix of the system. For us it is not clear to
what extent this needs to be a compulsory assumption.
The mechanism causing decoherence in our model, al-

though similar in spirit to Penrose’s proposal differs from

2 We restore here ~ to match the formulas in the references.
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it in several points. In our toy model the instability under
local perturbations that the cat state suffers comes from
the huge fluctuations in the particle number density that
the system displays. Recalling that the speed of sound
at a point in the condensate cs is proportional to the lo-
cal number density of particles nc, huge fluctuations in
the number of particles would induce huge fluctuations
of the underlying causal structure for the propagation of
sound waves in the effective geometry. Such fluctuations
arise because the cat state is highly delocalized. How-
ever, Penrose argues that the source of instability for the
superpositions of spacetimes arises due to a purely geo-
metric reason: it arises from the inability to make sense
of the notion of stationarity for such states. The absence
of a well-defined notion of time, i.e. the absence of a
well-defined parameter with respect to which we can talk
about evolution when considering these kind of superpo-
sitions makes impossible to regard the system as having
some kind of causal structure. Although some fuzziness
of the causal structure when entering the quantum regime
is to be expected, attempting to superpose two radically
different causalities would drive us completely into this
regime where the causal structure itself dilutes and be-
comes a meaningless concept. Thus, the reason for the
decay of a delocalized superposition seems to be the huge
instability these states develop due to being far from hav-
ing a well-defined causal structure.

All mechanisms that try to account for the reduction
of state in quantum mechanics need to introduce param-
eters controlling how macroscopic a system is. Standard
environmentally induced decoherence generically uses the
number of particles in the system N as a measure of how
macroscopic the system is. Penrose’s model measures
how complex and how macroscopic a system is in terms
of the gravitational field it can create. In general terms,
we can expect that for ordinary macroscopic matter both
measures display similar behaviours regarding the deco-
herence time-scales, but conceptual differences appear.
If one were able to monitor the whole set of particles
composing a system, it would be possible in principle to
distinguish among both mechanisms [60].

An important difference of our model with respect to
Penrose’s idea is that in BECs we can make sense of the
superposition of two Minkoswki spacetimes with different
speeds of sound. In Penrose’s geometrical language these
spacetimes are one and the same. If causality were an
emergent property, much like the sound speed of collec-
tive excitations, then it would have additional properties
beyond those associated with the effective geometrical
description. Our model suggest that the inability of su-
perposing different causalities is a robust idea that could
survive in different approaches to quantum gravity. Al-
though in a completely different setup, similar resonant
conclusions are reached in Euclidean Dynamical Trian-
gulations and Causal Dynamical Triangulations. In the
former, one sums over arbitrary Euclidean manifolds and
the result is dominated by configurations that do not re-
semble at all a smooth, almost flat on suitable scales,

spacetime that we live in. On the other hand, in the
latter one just sums over geometries that lead to a well-
defined causal structure, hence constraining the geome-
tries one sums over. In this case, it is possible to find
almost macroscopic spacetimes [7].

Something quite similar happens when one tries to
use analogue models for constructing effective spacetimes
with causal pathological behaviours, for instance, with
chronological horizons [22]. In the general relativistic
description, the presence of causal pathologies appears
to be tied up just to the presence of exotic matter: the
semiclassical regime does not uncover further limitations.
However, playing with analogue models suggests that one
might find further fundamental limitations, like the ex-
istence of an underlying fundamental causality, making
the difficulty of violating causality principles also a ro-
bust idea.

One additional difference between the two mechanisms
is that, strictly speaking, in our formalism the loss of co-
herence is only effective as the underlying system is a N -
body quantum mechanical system. On the contrary, in
Penrose’s description, the gravitational decoherence ap-
pears as something fundamental. In a sense, our proposal
seems to be closer to the environmental decoherence pro-
posal than Penrose’s. However, we rather think that our
analysis highlights that the line separating an effective
decoherence from a fundamental decoherence is blurred.
Our toy model suggests that even taking a purely quan-
tum theory as the high-energy theory, any practical and
effective physical theory constructed by macroscopic ob-
servers would contain quantum elements but also some
elements that should not be treated quantum mechani-
cally: there are elements in the effective theory that are
collective excitations of already quantized degrees of free-
dom and they must not be quantized again. The differ-
ence with standard environmental decoherence is that the
environmental degrees of freedom in this case are not so
controllable from the effective theory point of view.

As a final comment, let us discuss the interplay of our
model and the problems that quantum mechanics faces,
since they were Penrose’s original motivation to propose
his ideas. Quantum mechanics, as described by just a dy-
namical wavefunction, faces two related problems. The
first one is how to accommodate the apparent absence
of quantum superpositions of macroscopic systems. As
the formalism per se does not suggest a division between
microscopic and macroscopic systems, the same rules for
superposition should apply to both realms. The second
problem, is how to account for the specific although prob-
abilistic results of actual acts of measurement in the lab-
oratories, i.e., how to account for the apparent intrinsi-
cally statistical result of individual acts of measurement.
Without the additional Born rule, the unitary evolution
of quantum mechanics does not even describes what is a
measurement nor what is the source of non-determinism.
As a disclaimer, let us recall here that a hidden-variable
take on quantum mechanics such as that of Bohm pro-
vides a solution to these problems at the cost of introduc-
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ing some explicit non-locality in its formulation [61, 62].
As explained in the introduction, our discussion in this
paper is focused on interpretations of quantum mechanics
giving some reality just to the wavefunction.
Our model, like Penrose’s proposal, directly accounts

for the first of these problems: how a superposition ends
up becoming a mixture (a state lacking quantum co-
herences). For the second problem, it does not offer a
complete solution since it would require making an ex-
plicit model of measurement. Actually, this is a long-
standing problem that has accumulated a vast litera-
ture [63]. Nonetheless, we feel that our analogue toy
model adds some interesting new perspectives to this sec-
ond conundrum.
The philosophy underlying the analogue gravity pro-

gram and in a more complete sense, emergent gravity
scenarios (i.e. hypothetical scenarios in which Einstein
equations are also emergent [64]) is that everything that
we perceive is constituted by low-energy collective exci-
tations of some fundamental microscopic degrees of free-
dom. For instance, the spacetime itself and the quantum
fields describing the Standard Model of Particle Physics
would be part of such collective excitations. In that
sense, although the microscopic theory may not display a
lorentzian causality, the effective low-energy regime does.
Within this logic, observers would also be “emergent” in
the sense of being composed of excitations of these effec-
tive fields. The notion of observer that we are using is
that of a conscious being, understood not literally as a
human being but as any primitive form of consciousness
or even a recording device. In general any sufficiently
complex system relying on causality does the job. In
fact a crucial prerequisite for consciousness to appear is
causality itself3.
Now, recall that the main conclusion that we have

drawn up from our analysis is that causality is a special
macroscopic property in the sense that it is not amenable
to be in quantum superposition. Then, an immediate
consequence of this tight relation between causality and
consciousness seems to be that different states of con-
sciousness will also tend to rapidly decohere.
Our construction in this paper, takes standard non-

relativistic quantum mechanics, call it NRQM1 as the
microscopic fundamental theory with no special commit-
ment to any of its interpretations. Then, inner observers
living in the system could make another non-relativistic
quantum theory (NRQM2) to describe the phenomena
they perceive whenever the regimes they are probing
are non-relativistic. NRQM2 should of course become a
Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory at high energies
from the internal perspective but still low energies from
the perspective of laboratory observers, that would still

3 There even exist works suggesting that our consciousness de-
veloped because of our progressive ability to simulate progres-
sions of hypothetical events organized as causes and effects in
our minds [65].

use NRQM1. Now, consider for example that NRQM1
as a high-energy theory happens to provide only practi-
cal decoherence and nothing similar to a collapse to one
of the reduced states. Even in this case the description
of NRQM2 will tend to incorporate in its rules a col-
lapse postulate. This will be so because conscious beings
will never have fuzzy experiences associated with being
in cat-like states, i.e. they will never perceived macro-
scopic quantum coherences between states with very dif-
ferent causalities. If on the contrary the formulation of
NRQM1 incorporated a mechanism for the selection of
one and only one alternative under individual acts of
measurement (by incorporating for instance a stochastic
rule, for example à la Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber [36]), the
NRQM2 would have the same form as before. Thus, the
phenomenology of NRQM2 is independent of the mea-
surement theory taken in NRQM1. In this way our ex-
ample illustrates how difficult it is to learn things about
a microscopic fundamental theory if we only have access
to the collective excitations belonging to its low-energy
sector.
This is closely related to Wigner’s discussion on the

role of consciousness in our physical description [31]. Es-
sentially, he advocated that sufficiently macroscopic or
complex processes (not just those involving conscious
beings as complex as human beings) will in practice
decohere, marking a separation between the classical
and quantum realms. Notice that here, complexity and
macroscopic are used in a non-technical sense referring to
an imprecise characterization of such magnitudes. The
difference of our approach is that it highlights the deco-
herent character of causality as a more primitive notion
than consciousness.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our aim in this work has been to present an analogue
model of gravity where it is possible to analyze the prop-
erties of the states corresponding to would-be superposi-
tion of spacetimes. Although they are logically possible
in theories of quantum gravity, we find difficulties when
we try to engineer them in analogue gravity set-ups.
We have studied a toy model of a Bose-Einstein con-

densate in a double well which in a suitable regime gives
rise to what we could call a superposition of spacetimes.
This toy model shows three phases: a coherent phase,
when interactions are negligible; the fragmented uncorre-
lated phase, whose representative in the regime in which
the hopping dominates is the Fock state; and the frag-
mented correlated phase, whose representative when the
interactions dominate is the so-called cat state. In prin-
ciple, the coherent state cannot lead to causal behaviour
of signals propagating on top of it. Furthermore, even if
we turn on some repulsive interactions for the system to
display such behaviour, the resulting state does not re-
semble at all what we would expect that a superposition
of spacetimes looks like. The Fock state lacks quantum
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coherences and we regard it as a mixture of spacetimes,
instead of a quantum superposition. It is stable under
local perturbations and hence offers no difficulty either
from the condensed matter perspective or from the point
of view of its analogue gravity interpretation. The cat
state, which we would interpret as an analogue of the su-
perposition of spacetimes, is highly unstable under local
perturbations, that tend to drive it to a Fock-like state.
This is exactly the same phenomenology advocated by

Penrose. Superposed spacetimes should rapidly decay
into mixtures of spacetimes. The rate at which this decay
occurs is proportional to a measure of how macroscopic
the system is. Penrose measure is the magnitude of the
gravitational field that the system is able to generate. In
our model, this measure is given by the number of con-
densed particles and the ratio between the hopping pa-
rameter and the interactions (t/U). Penrose proposal is
based on the fact that a superposition of two spacetimes
is not a well-posed concept, since it does not exhibit any
sensible causal structure. This happens even if one super-
poses stationary causal structures. In our model, the fluc-
tuations in the number of particles on each well is what
quantifies the instability of the BEC under local pertur-
bations. We recall that the sound speed is proportional to
the local number density of bosons, and, thus, huge fluc-
tuations in the number density are to be interpreted as a
huge undefiniteness of the effective causal structure of the
system. In that sense, we find that our analogue model
illustrates the difficulty in pushing the causal structure
of analogue systems to its limits: systems avoid causal
pathologies. This is similar to our previous findings that

analogue systems avoid giving rise to chronologically ill-
behaved spacetimes [22]. To put it explictly again, we
have found that analogue systems tend to avoid configu-
rations exhibiting superpositions of analogue spacetimes
(or causalities); this means, configurations that do not
have a well-defined causality.

Thus, in tune with Penrose’s ideas, the lesson we seem
to be learning is that, although macroscopic superposi-
tions might be relevant for very high energies (this situ-
ation is of course logically possible), there are arguments
to suspect that they might be qualitatively irrelevant at
low energies at which gravity could be described by an
effective geometry.
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